Introduction {#sec1}
============

Owing to atmospheric absorption, electromagnetic waves with a wavelength range of 10--200 nm can only propagate under vacuum, thus are called vacuum-ultraviolet (VUV) light ([@bib47], [@bib137]). With the continuous development and progress of modern science and technology, VUV photon detection increasingly displays a prospect in the field of space science, basic science (high-energy physics, physical chemistry, spectral physics, etc.), electronic industry, biomedicine, environmental protection, etc.

In the field of space science, as one of the effective means of tracking stars\' evolution and forecasting space weather, VUV photon detection can directly monitor changes in solar winds, which are looped out by intense activity of the sun ([@bib16], [@bib68]) ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). Aurora, magnetic storms, and ionospheric disturbances on the earth caused by the solar winds affect human life and have done serious damage to the earth ([@bib35], [@bib64], [@bib173]). Therefore, special photodetectors are generally needed to conduct absolute measurement of VUV photon flux under high-radiation background during all kinds of space missions, such as SOLAR (SOL-ACES and SOL-SPEC instruments) ([@bib158]), PROBA II (LYRA and SWAP instruments) ([@bib73]) and Solar Orbiter (EUI and SPICE instruments) ([@bib69]).Figure 1VUV Photodetectors Covering a Wide Range of Applications(A--D) The main applications of VUV photodetectors, including VUV solar radiation monitoring (space science) (A) (reprinted with permission from [@bib221]), detecting dark matter (high-energy physics) (B), VUV FEL radiation diagnosis (large-scale scientific facility) (C), and high-resolution lithography (electronic industry) (D).(E) Available mainstream VUV photodetectors are presented below the electromagnetic spectrum. The device structures of scintillator, photomultiplier tube, silicon diode, silicon photomultiplier, ultra-wide bandgap semiconductor photodetector, and gaseous detector are shown in the bottom, from left to right. Note that the shape of the scintillator is arbitrary to some extent.

In the field of basic science, VUV photon detection plays the role of \"eyes\" when scientists explore the microscopic world, widely used in high-energy physics (such as detecting dark matter, [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B), photoelectron spectroscopy, nonlinear optics, and surface and interface physical and chemical kinetics ([@bib19], [@bib43], [@bib91], [@bib136], [@bib153], [@bib154], [@bib159], [@bib201]). The accuracy of various basic researches mainly depends on the accurate calibration and diagnosis of absolute light intensity for VUV radiation, such as VUV free electron laser (VUV FEL) ([@bib4], [@bib67]) ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). High-performance VUV photodetectors are the key to accurate absolute calibration of radiant power.

In the field of electronic industry, technologies like the precision manufacturing of modern semiconductor devices and high-resolution lithography (such as 193,157, and 13.5 nm lithography) have become the main driving force for VUV detectors\' development ([@bib82], [@bib102], [@bib146], [@bib177]). Precise control of the exposure dose is the key to achieving high-quality lithography, so an excellent VUV detector is required to monitor the real-time energy of single laser pulse accurately ([@bib146]) ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D). In addition to all the examples above, VUV detectors also play an integral role in other VUV radiation applications such as water treatment ([@bib94], [@bib121], [@bib133]) and medical imaging ([@bib117], [@bib157]).

Generally extreme application environments present special physical and technical challenges for radiation detection in the VUV spectral range. In response to these challenges, various VUV photodetectors based on different detection media and working mechanisms have been extensively developed and researched, including scintillator detectors, photomultiplier tubes, semiconductor detectors (silicon and ultra-wide bandgap \[UWBG\] semiconductors) and gaseous detectors ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}E). The scintillators can effectively visualize invisible VUV light by down-converting luminescence effects and perform VUV detection ([@bib50], [@bib62], [@bib184]) by combining with a visible light detector, which is well suited for measuring ultra-fast processes. Owing to the development of window (MgF~2~) materials, photomultiplier tube (PMT), with ultra-high sensitivity and ultra-low noise as the advantages, also become an excellent device applied to VUV detection ([@bib114]), especially to detecting the very weak VUV radiation ([@bib57]). In addition to down-conversion luminescence and light emission effects, the internal photoelectric effect of semiconductor is also used to achieve VUV detection. Silicon photodiodes, which are widely used in the visible spectrum, are also commonly used in VUV regions owing to proven manufacturing techniques ([@bib155], [@bib156], [@bib178]). The high external quantum efficiency makes it commonly used as a transfer detector standard in VUV radiation ([@bib96]). Consisting of an avalanche diode array operating in Geiger mode ([@bib56], [@bib78], [@bib144]), Silicon Photomultiplier (SiPM) is another photomultiplier based on silicon semiconductor technology. Owing to its insensitivity to magnetic fields, it replaces the traditional PMT in some specific applications ([@bib117], [@bib157]). The energy of the 200-nm VUV photons (about 6.2 eV) is close to the absorption edge ([@bib194]) of some UWBG semiconductors, such as AlN, BN, and Diamond. Therefore, UWBG semiconductor-based detectors have unique VUV selective responsiveness and excellent resistance to harsh environments compared with Si-based detectors ([@bib25], [@bib219]). In addition to the solid-state VUV detectors mentioned above, the gaseous detector, with the gas as the working medium, generates an ionization effect in which the incident particles cause an output electrical signal ([@bib145], [@bib181]) and shows a unique advantage in the field of ultra-high power VUV irradiation.

In the following parts, we will introduce the important advances reached over the past two decades in VUV photon detection technology based on scintillators, PMTs, semiconductors, and gases systematically.

Scintillator VUV Photodetectors {#sec1.1}
-------------------------------

Scintillators are fluorescent materials that are primarily used in the detection of high-energy (ionizing) electromagnetic and charged particle radiation. The scintillator that absorbs high-energy radiation fluoresces at a characteristic Stokes shift (longer) wavelength, which can be detected by conventional detectors such as photodiodes and PMTs. Ideal scintillators should be characterized by high light yield, high stopping power, fast scintillation response speed, and high spatial resolution. Generally, one or several performance indicators shall be upgraded according to the actual application requirements. For the time being, the most concerned scintillators that have been studied under VUV radiation include ZnO and cerium-doped yttrium aluminum garnet (Ce:YAG).

### ZnO Scintillators for Ultra-fast VUV Photodetection {#sec1.1.1}

In the past two decades, the feasibility of hydrothermal-growth high-crystalline-quality ZnO ([@bib131], [@bib223]) as a fast scintillator has been demonstrated ([@bib55], [@bib89], [@bib124], [@bib187]). The emission lifetime of ZnO bulk single crystals reaches about 1.0 ns for EUV excitation at 13 nm by using Ag-plasma EUV laser and the typical emission wavelength is 380 nm. In order to further improve the temporal resolution of ZnO scintillators, deliberate doping that can introduce additional quenching channels is an effective method ([@bib15], [@bib72], [@bib89], [@bib171]), although it often comes at the expense of light emission intensity ([@bib84]). Shimizu et al. have extensively compared the influences of different multi-ion doping on the decay time and luminous intensity of ZnO scintillators ([@bib172]). The Fe-doped ZnO decay curve excited by the light pulse of the SCSS test accelerator fits well into a double exponential decay with a minimum time constant of 70 ps ([@bib171]). In addition, the luminescence intensity and time decay curves appear to be independent of the excitation wavelength in the range of 50--60 nm ([@bib210]). ZnO scintillator doped with indium ions and a few lithium ions exhibits a single exponential decay and achieves a response time of less than 3.1 ps ([@bib172]), making it the fastest scintillator operating below 100 nm to date. With this ultra-short response time, the relative jitter between the 200-fs pulse from the SCSS Test Accelerator and the 30-fs pulse from the Ti:Sapphire Laser can be accurately measured ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A).Figure 2Scintillators for VUV Photodetection(A) Schematic diagram of ultra-fast temporal resolution measurement on a ZnO scintillator responding to 51--61 nm VUV light. An experimental setup for measuring the relative jitter between a pulse from an SCSS test accelerator (XFEL prototype) and a pulse from a Ti:Sapphire laser. Reprinted with permission from [@bib172]).(B) Schematic lateral illustration (not drawn to scale) of a micro/nanostructured scintillator screen made up of hydrothermally grown ZnO microrods (light blue rods/hexagons) on a porous template material. Reprinted with permission from [@bib54]).(C) Exploded view of the components defined in the optical model. The micro-cone scintillators are arranged in a hexagonal array with the maximum fill factor, and the modulated signal is set to two rectangular strips. The luminescence signal of the scintillation plate under VUV irradiation was detected and imaged by a spectrophotometer. Reprinted with permission from [@bib14]).

Nanostructures are known to increase light emission efficiency because of quantum confinement effect ([@bib39]). With the development of semiconductor nanotechnology, nanostructured ZnO scintillators growing via various methods have been further developed ([@bib45], [@bib53], [@bib90]). Empizo et al. ([@bib54]) demonstrated that the response speed of ZnO micro/nanorod scintillators could be improved without reducing the luminescence efficiency ([@bib97], [@bib134]). In addition, the micro/nanorod scintillator ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B) enables the emitted photons to be easily guided or coupled to the readout device, effectively reducing the scattering and re-absorption probability of the scintillation signals. Therefore, it could be concluded that micro/nanostructured scintillators make efficient and accurate VUV photodetection with high temporal and spatial resolution ([@bib9]) possible.

### Ce:YAG Scintillators for VUV Imaging {#sec1.1.2}

Ce:YAG is a scintillation crystal with high light yield and high thermal stability, often used in extreme detection conditions. Under the excitation of VUV light, the peak emission generating from the 5d-4f transition of Ce^3+^ is located at 500--600 nm ([@bib120], [@bib129]), which coincides with the sensitive spectrum of silicon photodiodes ([@bib188]). Therefore, Ce:YAG is very suitable for indirect imaging in the VUV band ([@bib28]).

In 2005, Kirm et al. first used VUV FEL radiation (89 nm) to study the effect of excitation density on the luminescence decay of Ce: YAG crystals at room temperature, according to which as the excitation density increases, the decay curve of the Ce:YAG crystal exhibits a non-index, indicating that the electron excitation kinetics have undergone dramatic changes ([@bib87]). For high-intensity radiation sources, the saturation effect of scintillator caused by the mutual quenching of excitons should be taken into consideration. By studying the emission saturation behaviors of Ce:YAG at different excitation wavelengths, Krzywinski et al. found that the decay kinetics of Ce^3+^ emission was almost independent of the photon energy excited (nonlinear response) ([@bib95]). In addition, the structure of the scintillation crystal surface and the near layer surface may undergo irreversible changes or damages at high radiation intensity. Therefore, in order to use the scintillator in a large FEL facility safely, an accurate understanding of the threshold flux (i.e., the minimum flux that causes irreversible changes in the surface of the irradiated material) is required. Burian et al. studied the radiation resistance of Ce:YAG crystal under ultrashort laser pulse, observing that there was a damage threshold of up to 660.8 ± 71.2 mJ/cm^2^ ([@bib33]), which proves its feasibility for VUV imaging.

For low-intensity radiation sources, scintillators used for indirect detection have an obvious bottleneck of low sensitivity, which will aggravate the two existing problems: one is the loss of spatial resolution resulting from the divergence of scintillation light ([@bib209]); the other is the reduction of outcoupling efficiency caused by total internal reflection. To overcome the limitations above, Bahrenberg et al. designed a Ce:YAG scintillation plate composed of micro-cone structure and a coated surface with outcoupling efficiency more than four times higher than that of traditional planar scintillation plates, as shown in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C. Its unique structure, determined by the optical constants of the Ce:YAG scintillator, optimizes the directivity of images (5--50 nm) ([@bib14]).

### Other Scintillators {#sec1.1.3}

Besides the two scintillators introduced above, there are several other scintillators having been reported based on luminous characteristics under VUV excitation. Wojtowicz et al. have committed to studying the performance and luminescence mechanism of rare-earth activated scintillators, such as BaF~2~ (activated with Ce, Pr, Nd, Tb), YAlO~3~ (YAP), LuAlO~3~ (LuAP) (activated with Ce), (Lu~1-x~Y~x~)~2~SiO~5~ (LYSO), and Lu~1-x~Y~x~AlO~3~ (LuYAP, typically at 30% of Y) (activated with Ce and Pr) ([@bib202], [@bib204], [@bib203]). All these scintillators have the potential to be applied to VUV detection. For example, BaF~2~:Ce is an extremely fast and robust scintillator material with good stopping power, excellent refractive index, and the availability of large crystals. With multiple luminescent centers, possible processes where host-to-ion energy transfer occurs are complex, which has been characterized by researchers in the way of VUV excitation spectroscopy with crucial conclusions reached. All of these efforts are critical to applying scintillators to VUV light detection at a certain wavelength or band in the future.

VUV-Sensitive PMTs {#sec1.2}
------------------

PMTs with external photoelectric effect, owing to customizable shape, size, spectral response range (i.e., detection wavelength range), the advantages of large collection surface, and high gain, have been widely used in various analytical instruments that require high-sensitivity photodetection. PMTs are excellent candidates for VUV light detection, especially for weak VUV signals like scintillation light owing to multiplier effect. After incident light illuminates photocathode through optical window, the photoelectrons released from the photocathode are accelerated by the voltage applied to the focusing electrode and then hit on the surface of the first dynode where secondary electrons are generated. This process is repeated at all of the dynodes in PMTs, amplifying the signals more than a million times. In order to endow PMTs with selective responsivity to a certain wavelength, the window materials are often required with specific optical constants, as well as photocathode and dynode with appropriate work functions ([@bib70]).

### Commercial VUV PMTs {#sec1.2.1}

Typical commercially available PMTs with selective responsivity to VUV light are R8487, R10454, and R10825 (manufactured by Hamamatsu). Their optical windows are all MgF~2~ with high transmittance for 120--200 nm VUV light, and the photocathodes are CsI. [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A shows the cathode quantum efficiency (QE, defined as the ratio of the number of photoelectrons produced in the photocathode to that of incident photons) ([@bib70]) of those three PMTs. The high peak QE (32.4% at 133 nm) and high suppression ratio (5,500, 121.6 nm/250 nm) indicate a supersensitive VUV photoresponse of PMTs.Figure 3VUV Detection Performance of PMTs(A) Cathode quantum efficiency of the commercial VUV PMTs: R8487, R10454, and R10825 from Hamamatsu. Reprinted with permission from Hamamatsu Photonics.(B) The quantum efficiency as a function of CsI thickness at different wavelengths. Reprinted with permission from [@bib206]).(C) DPE probability for R8520, R8778, and R11410 measured as a function of incident photon wavelength. Reprinted with permission from [@bib57]).

### Detection Performance of VUV PMTs {#sec1.2.2}

The performance of photocathodes is a key factor in determining the VUV detection capability of PMTs, with QE and aging effects being the particular concern ([@bib175]). The materials currently used for VUV-sensitive photocathodes are mainly alkali halides such as CsI, CsBr, KI, and KBr and alkali tellurides such as Cs~2~Te, Rb~2~Te, Cs-K-Te, and Rb-K-Te ([@bib218]), of which CsI is the most commonly used photocathode material owing to its super-high QE (40% at 150 nm) ([@bib31]). Under the irradiation of VUV with different wavelengths, it has been reported that the QE of CsI is not sensitive to thickness for reflective mode ([@bib206]) ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). Tremsin et al. studied the luminescence stability of deposited and heat-treated CsI, KI, and KBr evaporation films at 115--190 nm VUV light, observing that post-evaporation heat treatment not only improved the QE of CsI and KI photocathodes but also enhanced the radiation resistance of CsI, KI, and KBr ([@bib192]). Other studies have found that CsBr could achieve up to 35% QE ([@bib175]) at 150 nm after post-evaporation heat treatment. In order to explore the radiation aging process caused by VUV, Singh et al. used angle-resolved X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (ARXPS) to study the possible contamination and degradation of CsI photocathode under VUV irradiation ([@bib176]). Surface analysis shows that, owing to the presence of lattice defects, VUV irradiation causes the CsI film to degrade layer by layer, resulting in a decrease in electron transport performance and degradation of photocurrent. The understanding of the aging mechanism proposed by this work contributes to the development and optimization of large-area photocathodes.

Moreover, with sufficient energy of incident photon, PMTs will give out a double photoelectron emission (DPE), which means two electrons will be emitted from a photonic photocathode ([@bib114]), which is critical for PMT\'s calibration. For high-energy VUV incident light, the DPE probability of PMTs cannot be neglected ([@bib128]). Faham et al. reported a series of DPE probabilities of VUV-sensitive PMTs (R11410, R8778, and R8520 from Hamamatsu) measured with varying wavelength ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C). It can be seen that the probabilities of DPE are 15%--25% in the wavelength band below 200 nm ([@bib57]). Therefore, calibration of VUV PMTs for high-energy radiation with longer wavelength such as visible light should be avoided to prevent the measured QE value from being too high.

Si-Based VUV Photodetectors {#sec1.3}
---------------------------

Compared with the detectors of the above types, semiconductor detectors own the advantages of small size, good compatibility, ruggedness, and ease of operation. With the most versatile and mature technology, Si-based detectors, among which silicon photodiodes and SiPMs are the representatives, are the first choice in the field of VUV detection, which faces various challenges. In the following parts, we will introduce several key issues of silicon photodiodes such as the researches and solutions to the degradation caused by external light emission and SiPMs for VUV detection during recent years.

### Silicon Photodiode as a VUV Radiometric Transfer Standard {#sec1.3.1}

Silicon photodiodes provide a low-cost solution for the spatially uniform, highly linear VUV detection, and that is why they are often taken as a transfer standard for VUV radiation. For the broad-spectrum response of silicon photodiodes, VUV selective response can be achieved by applying filter material to the front surface or using a band-pass window. The basic structure of silicon photodiodes mainly contains a Schottky barrier diode, an n-p junction diode, and a p-n junction diode, among which the most common p-n junction diode protected by SiO~2~ has its spectral responsivity strongly degraded under VUV irradiation ([@bib51]). This degradation is usually due to the formation of charge carrier traps ([@bib92], [@bib163]) in oxide passivation layer or oxide/silicon interface region. To solve this problem, n-p junction photodiodes are developed ([@bib36], [@bib146]) (e.g., AXUV, UVG, see [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A) in which the positive charge in the oxide increases the surface charge collection efficiency ([@bib88]). Besides, the front-illuminated Pt Si-n-Si Schottky barrier photodiodes for VUV spectral range have been developed ([@bib178]). Although the existence of metal capping layers causes a low response (less than 0.05 A/W at 193 nm), it does achieve excellent optical performance stability by preventing VUV-induced ionization of detector surface. For all types of silicon photodiodes above, Kuschnerus et al. tested their radiation properties such as spectral response, radiation damage, and spatial uniformity in the spectral range of 120--600 nm, observing that only Pt Si-n-Si Schottky diodes did not show any radiation degradation, which is the biggest obstacle for silicon photodiodes being transfer detector standards ([@bib96]). In order to deeply figure out the factors of radiation damage, various types of silicon diodes have been extensively tested and studied ([@bib93], [@bib160], [@bib163]).Figure 4Performance of Si-based VUV Photodetectors(A) Cross section of the AXUV/UVG Silicon photodiodes (n-p junction). Reprinted with permission from [@bib36]).(B) Cross section of the PureB-layer diodes. Note that PECVD means plasma enhanced chemical vapor deposition. Reprinted with permission from [@bib93]).(C) Measured responsivity of four types of silicon diodes in DUV/VUV spectral range. Reprinted with permission from [@bib164]).(D) Degradation of the VUV responsivity of a PureB-diode (with a \~10-nm native oxide layer and \< 1-nm boron layer on the diode surface) after a series of VUV/DUV irradiations. Reprinted with permission from [@bib164]).(E) Illustration of SiPM structure with trench isolation, with the correlated noise mechanisms highlighted. The trench provides "partial" optical isolation due to reflection at the interface. Reprinted with permission from [@bib3]).(F) PDE of VUV-HD SiPMs as a function of overvoltage. These SiPMs have low-field (LF) and standard-field (STD) versions, which differ in their doping profile. The error bars represent statistical errors, whereas the colored bands show systematic errors. Reprinted with permission from [@bib78]).

Aimed at achieving both high responsivity and high radiation hardness, a "pure boron" technique ([@bib155], [@bib156]) (i.e., a boron-doped p-n junction diode with no oxide passivation layer, [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B) based on chemical vapor deposition (CVD) gradually develops. This method achieves a stable and steep monotonic doping profile, which extends the electric field to the surface and increases the device\'s sensitivity to VUV radiation significantly. Shi et al. have been committed to the research of p^+^-n silicon photodiodes based on pure boron technique for a long time ([@bib169], [@bib164], [@bib165], [@bib167], [@bib168], [@bib166]). The optical performance and stability in VUV spectral range of the PureB diodes have been evaluated, showing great sensitivity on the order of 0.1 A/W over the entire VUV range compared with other types of silicon diodes ([@bib164], [@bib165], [@bib167]) ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C). [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D shows the responsivity degradation of Pure B diodes under different VUV irradiation conditions, demonstrating good radiation stability ([@bib164]). Furthermore, the suitability of Pure B diodes in lithography industry has been studied ([@bib169], [@bib168], [@bib166]), which achieves a responsivity of ∼0.27 A/W at 13.5 nm ([@bib168]). The excellent radiation hardness and the full compatibility with standard Si-based integrated circuit processing confirm the superiority of Pure B diodes in VUV detection applications. In order to further improve device performance and applicability, Mohammadi et al. studied the temperature dependence of the kinetics of Pure B CVD deposition on the patterned Si/SiO~2~ surface ([@bib118]) and the robustness of the device during the integrated heat treatment step in CMOS ([@bib126]), which provides some precautions to reduce parasitic B deposition on the oxide surface and an executable solution for Pure B diodes for CMOS integration. In general, silicon-based detectors are always considered advantageous in terms of economic cost, production, and integration process. It should be emphasized that extreme high-purity wafer cleaning, proper annealing treatment, and meticulous electrode deposition are all essential elements for obtaining a high-performance detector.

### SiPMs with Spectral Sensitivity Optimized for VUV Detection {#sec1.3.2}

SiPMs are single photon detection arrays consisting of a number of avalanche photodiodes operating in Geiger mode ([@bib34]). Compared with traditional PMTs, SiPMs are featured by low bias voltage, insensitivity to magnetic fields, and compact structure ([@bib122]). Photon detection efficiency (PDE) is the most critical performance indicator for SiPMs. In recent years, the PDE of SiPMs has been significantly improved by different methods, such as reducing noise ([@bib1], [@bib10]) and developing high-density (HD) cell with both small size and high filling factor ([@bib2], [@bib182]).

Generally, the working band of SiPMs is about 300--1,000 nm with spectral response peak located at about 400--500 nm. In order to improve SiPMs\' sensitivity to VUV light, a few optimization methods have been proposed, including the use of wavelength shifters and anti-reflective coating, as well as the design of appropriate device structures ([@bib27]). [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E shows the typical structure of an n/p-junction SiPM, which is electrically isolated using deep trench ([@bib3]). It can be seen that, with regard to VUV light detection, SiPMs are mainly limited by two factors: one is the significant absorption of VUV light by anti-reflective coatings (ARC, SiO~2~, and Si~3~N~4~ in general); the other is the low penetration depth of VUV photons in silicon ([@bib214]). Therefore, removing the dielectric layer from the silicon that absorbs VUV photons and using weak VUV-absorption materials such as MgF~2~ as anti-reflective coating are effective ways to increase VUV transmittance ([@bib27]). Some works have already reported the detection performances of a series of VUV-sensitive SiPMs ([@bib78], [@bib144]). It can be observed from [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}F that the PDE of VUV-HD SiPMs for 175 nm VUV light reaches more than 20%. For space applications of SiPM, the dependence of gain on ambient temperature and precise control of operating voltage should be noted ([@bib130]). In general, radiation damage to SiPM will result in an increase in dark count rate, but gain and resolution will not be significantly affected ([@bib140]). Therefore, in the task that requires high radiation tolerance, a dark environment with low temperature should be considered.

UWBG Semiconductor VUV Photodetectors {#sec1.4}
-------------------------------------

For some applications of VUV (such as solar physics), considering that the radiant power in the near UV and visible spectral ranges is much higher than VUV, the spectral ranges need to be strongly suppressed. Besides, photodetectors that work in the VUV spectrum region generally have to operate in ultra-high vacuum environment without any interaction or degradation in the presence of radiation. All of those requirements determine the development of UWBG semiconductors detectors. At present, emerging UWBG semiconductors such as diamond, AlN, and BN have attracted the attention of researchers owing to their high radiation resistance and selective responsivity to VUV light ([@bib17], [@bib25], [@bib98], [@bib179]). Based on these different semiconductors, considerable progress has been made in the development of VUV photodetectors with different device structures.

### Diamond VUV Photodetectors {#sec1.4.1}

Owing to high thermal conductivity, small dielectric constant, and large bandgap energy (E~g~≈5.5 eV), diamond has become an ideal choice for photo-electronic applications. Moreover, diamond-based devices have been proved to be endurable for high temperature, high ionized particle flux as well as intense X-ray and VUV radiation ([@bib7], [@bib58], [@bib74], [@bib119]). Before 1998, attempts were made to apply natural or synthetic diamonds to VUV photodetection ([@bib18], [@bib115]). Thanks to the development of high-quality diamond single crystal growth technology ([@bib189]) and continuous optimization of device structures ([@bib139]), the performance of diamond VUV detectors has been greatly improved. Remes et al. first reported the experimental results of VUV photoconductance and instantaneous decay of photocurrent in intrinsic CVD diamond film, which was epitaxially grown on a naturally (100) oriented diamond substrate ([@bib143]). Owing to the long effective lifetime of photogenerated carriers, the typical photoresponsivity was about 10^−2^ A/W at 200 nm, and the response time was less than 0.1 ms. In the same year, Balducci et al. also clarified the photoelectric detection capability of CVD single-crystal diamond in the VUV spectral region ([@bib17]). Saito et al. reported the time response, spectral responsiveness, and spatial uniformity of a photoconductive diamond detector consisting of highly oriented film, which is proved to be a candidate for VUV transfer standard detectors and energy detectors in EUV lithography ([@bib150]). BenMoussa et al. ([@bib20], [@bib21], [@bib22], [@bib25]) developed a series of diamond detectors including MSM type and PIN type for LYRA (Large Yield RAdiometer onboard PROBA-2) and performed a series of measurement activities by using synchrotron radiation to obtain their VUV detection performance (responsiveness, linearity, stability, homogeneity). These detectors exhibit a high photoresponse in the VUV region and differ by more than five orders of magnitude between 200 and 550 nm ([@bib22]). [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A is a photograph of a metal-semiconductor-metal (MSM) diamond photodetector (MSM24-R) mounted in a ceramic package ([@bib25]), which has been applied in (LYRA) ([@bib24]), a VUV solar radiometer. It provides solar radiation data in four UV bands with a temporal resolution of up to 10 ms. [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B is a schematic diagram of a diamond VUV detector based on avalanche multiplication, which was fabricated with high-quality undoped and B-doped homoepitaxial CVD diamond layers as well as TiN thin-film electrodes. The detector achieves a responsivity of 0.325 A/W (30V, 210 nm) and a decay time of ∼1.2 ms ([@bib77]). With the technology of high-quality diamond growth developing continuously, many remarkable results have also been achieved for VUV detectors. However, the effective doping technology of diamond still needs further breakthroughs.Figure 5Typical UWBG Semiconductor-Based VUV Photodetectors(A) Photograph of an MSM-structured diamond photodetector mounted in a ceramic package. Reprinted with permission from [@bib25]).(B) Schematic diagram of a diamond VUV detector based on high-quality undoped and B-doped homoepitaxial CVD diamond layers as well as TiN thin-film electrodes. Reprinted with permission from [@bib77]).(C) Enlarged SEM image of the circular interdigitated electrodes of c-BN detector at the central region. Reprinted with permission from [@bib179]).(D) Image of a few-layered h-BN prototype detector (thickness of \~18 nm). Reprinted with permission from [@bib224]).(E) Circular MSM-structured AlN detector (4.3 mm in diameter) installed in the ceramic package with a removable glass protection component. Reprinted with permission from [@bib26]).(F) SEM image of the AlN micro/nanowire-based photodetector. Reprinted with permission from [@bib219]).(G) Voltage output characteristics of the photovoltaic detector under different illumination conditions. When illuminated under 250 nm light, the device shows no open-circuit voltage output, so does it under dark state. Inset: Temporal-dependent VUV photoresponse and a schematic diagram of the VUV photovoltaic device structure. Reprinted with permission from [@bib222]).(H) Temperature-dependent short-circuit photocurrent and decay time at bias of 0 V. Reprinted with permission from [@bib223]).

In recent years, in order to improve the light absorption efficiency and carrier transmission efficiency of traditional diamond detectors, efforts have been made in developing new device structures, including the use of electrodes of different materials, the design of electrodes of different shapes and sizes, and the construction of three-dimensional devices ([@bib77], [@bib106], [@bib111], [@bib108], [@bib170]). The response peak is generally located at 210--220 nm, and the best photoresponsivity reported recently is 21.8 A/W (218 nm, at 50 V bias), achieved in an all-carbon diamond-based photodetector designed by Lin et al. ([@bib106]).

### c-BN and h-BN VUV Photodetectors {#sec1.4.2}

Boron nitride (BN) belongs to the III-V compound group and has two common structures of cubic type (c-BN, E~g~≈6.2 eV) and hexagonal type (h-BN, E~g~≈6.0 eV). c-BN manifests a series of extreme properties similar to or even better than those of diamond, including high atomic density, hardness, and thermal conductivity, and diamond has been proved as the best substrate for the heteroepitaxial growth of c-BN in VUV photodetectors ([@bib216], [@bib217]). The growth of c-BN faces many challenges such as disordered orientation caused by non-cubic BN interlayer, film thickness limitation, poor crystallinity, and poor adhesion to the substrate. Therefore, how to grow the high-quality materials is still a key factor hindering the development of c-BN-based VUV detectors. Soltani et al. fabricated a c-BN film-based VUV photodetector on a diamond-coated silicon substrate ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C), which is deposited by an electron cyclotron resonance microwave plasma CVD system with the help of He-Ar-N~2~-BF~3~-H~2~ mixture gas ([@bib179]). Under the bias voltages of −20, −30, and −35 V, the maximum spectral responsivity at about 180 nm is 12, 23, and 32 mA/W, respectively. Also, the measured rejection ratio (180 nm/250 nm) exceeds four orders of magnitude, suggesting that the c-BN-based VUV photodetectors are able to directly detect VUV and eliminate any visible light and mid-ultraviolet noise.

h-BN, a van der Waals crystal with excellent long-term stability and electric insulation, has stronger interaction with light compared with transitional bulk crystals ([@bib66]). In recent years, 2D h-BN has attracted considerable attention in the field of VUV detection owing to its low-dimensional conductive channels for fast carrier collection and high surface density of trap states for high photocurrent gain ([@bib224]). Atomic-level h-BN nanosheets for the construction VUV detectors can be fabricated by various methods such as metal organic chemical vapor deposition, short-pulse plasma beam deposition, and ion beam sputtering deposition ([@bib5], [@bib99], [@bib116], [@bib147], [@bib151], [@bib197], [@bib198], [@bib226]). Liu et al. ([@bib107]) prepared high-quality h-BN by reducing the density of boundary defects and then fabricated a deep UV photodetector with the cut-off wavelength of about 225 nm and the rise and decay time of 0.32 and 0.63 s. In order to further improve the responsivity and response time, a few-layer h-BN VUV detector based on mechanical stripping was constructed ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}D) and its performance was measured by synchrotron radiation ([@bib224]). The trap centers on the surface of 2D layered h-BN can capture photogenerated carriers, helping form an additional electronic transmission channel to generate continuous photocurrent. Owing to the contribution of persistent photoconductivity to photocurrent, the responsivity of the device is up to 2.75 A/W at 20 V bias and the corresponding external quantum efficiency (EQE) is as high as 2,133% under very weak VUV irradiation of 160 nm (3.25 pW). In addition, its VUV photodetection remains stable with temperature ranging from 80 to 580 K, which is quite suitable for extreme space environment. Recently, h-BN-based PIN heterojunction van der Waals photovoltaic VUV detector has been reported. At 0 V bias, the device exhibits ultrafast response time of 680 ns, which is two to three orders of magnitude faster than that of photoconductive h-BN photodetectors ([@bib220]).

### AlN Photoconductive VUV Photodetectors {#sec1.4.3}

AlN is another UWBG semiconductor that has both UV luminescence ([@bib38], [@bib199]) and VUV light detection potential in III--V nitrides. Its direct bandgap of 6.2 eV corresponds to the cut-off edge of VUV (200 nm), indicating a perfect VUV selective responsivity. In addition, superior radiation resistance and high thermal and chemical stability ([@bib132]) also make it an ideal material for VUV photodetectors. Although p-type doping of AlN is still difficult to be achieved, the growth of AlN crystals with a low defect concentration is of primary importance. Since 2002, it has been found that AlN epitaxial films with high optical quality can be grown on sapphire by metal organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD) ([@bib100], [@bib101], [@bib125], [@bib215]). Li et al. fabricated a VUV photodetector based on high-quality un-doped AlN film, with VUV/visible suppression ratio of more than four orders of magnitude and a sharp cutoff wavelength of 207 nm ([@bib98]). Based on the work of Li et al., BenMoussa et al. studied the effect of photoemission current on the output signals and came to the conclusion that, when the AlN MSM detector is operated under positive high bias voltage, the output signal would be maximized while the probability of electron escape would be reduced at the same time ([@bib23]).

In space application, the optical components of detectors are usually exposed to solar radiation directly, so ionization and atomic displacement damage effects are always the main reasons for space devices and instruments\' degradation. In order to prove AlN-based photodetectors\' universal applicability for space VUV detection, BenMoussa et al. fabricated a large-area circular MSM structured photoconductive detector that was mounted in a ceramic package with a removable glass protective component ([@bib26]) ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}E). After exposure to protons with 14.4 MeV, no significant reduction in the detector performance was observed, and the high rejection ratio was about five orders of magnitude between 200 and 450 nm, which means that it could meet the strict requirement of filter-less VUV solar observation. In 2013, Tsai et al. also fabricated an MSM photodetector by deposing the AlN film on Si (100) substrates, which showed high temperature resistance and radiation tolerance for harsh environments ([@bib193]).

Compared with traditional bulk and thin film structured semiconductors, nanostructured ones have the advantage of strong self-exclusion effect of impurities, which makes internal defect-free possible ([@bib8]). Also, owing to their quantum confinement effect on carriers ([@bib59], [@bib103], [@bib109]), low-dimensional nanostructured photodetectors often have higher responsivity and/or fast response speed. In order to fabricate low-dimensional AlN photodetectors, Zheng et al. ([@bib219]) made a breakthrough of growing high-quality and inner defect-free AlN micro/nanowires through a two-step physical vapor transfer method ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}F). In addition to the expected low dark current and fast response (rise time and decay time less than 0.1 and 0.2 s, respectively, limited by the measurement at that time), the detector showed a cut-off wavelength of 208 nm and manifested a significant photocurrent gain when the incident light energy exceeded the threshold of 200 nm (6.2 eV).

### AlN Photovoltaic VUV Photodetectors {#sec1.4.4}

The photovoltaic detectors cannot achieve ultra-high responsivity owing to the absence of gain mechanism, but their advantage is that they can operate without bias and thus reduce power consumption. Also, owing to the separation of photogenerated carriers by built-in electric field, photovoltaic devices can achieve ultra-fast response speed ([@bib213]). Recently, our group has revealed that the transmittance of graphene (Gr) is as high as 96% in VUV band ([@bib222]), which could be attributed to the single atomic layer of graphene as well as its weak resistance to electromagnetic waves ([@bib86]). In addition, the high carrier mobility and good conductivity of graphene ([@bib149]) also make it an ideal choice for transparent electrodes in VUV detectors. Based on this discovery, a heterojunction VUV photovoltaic device (p-Gr/AlN/p-GaN) with vertical structure of PN characteristics is constructed by assembling p-type doped graphene on the un-doped AlN thin film with high crystal quality ([@bib222]), in which p-type graphene is used as a transparent electrode ([@bib13], [@bib104]) to collect holes and AlN as a VUV light absorption layer to produce photogenerated carriers. The back-to-back structure of p-Gr/AlN/p-GaN adopted in the study can suppress the thermal diffusion of positive and negative carriers ([@bib42]), resulting in a lower voltage noise density, which is helpful to monitor the ultra-weak VUV signals. Under the irradiation of 185 nm monochromatic light, the electromotive force of 1.7 V is formed at both ends of the device ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}G), whereas it shows no response under dark state and 254 nm illumination. What\'s more, the device has an encouraging ultra-short response time of only 80 ns ([@bib222]).

Based on the work above, the physical mechanism of this sandwich-structure device is further explored. According to the classical physical model, the rise time of photodetectors mainly depends on the transit time of non-trapped photogenerated carriers\' drifting to electrodes, whereas the exponential response decay mainly results from the carriers trapped by internal defects and/or surface states, namely, the "trap states," whose lifetime directly determines the decay time of photo-response. Zheng et al. found a positive temperature effect ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}H) that increasing temperature can synergistically increase the response speed and the quantum efficiency of photocurrent conversion since external heating provides active energy for trapped carriers to escape and accelerates the annihilation of trap states, thereby the decay time can be reduced ([@bib223]). For photovoltaic detectors, a larger open-circuit voltage means a larger voltage signal output and a higher external quantum efficiency. Jia et al. implemented a PIN heterojunction device with an open-circuit voltage up to 2.45 V (the highest among that of current single-junction devices) via quasi-Fermi level splitting enhanced effect, which benefits from the variable Fermi level of graphene ([@bib79]). This device also exhibits excellent VUV photodetection performance (maximum responsivity = 79.6 mA/W, EQE = 56.1%, rise time≈45 ns, decay time≈5 μs), further illustrating the superiority of high open-circuit voltage devices. In terms of VUV imaging, a 20-pixel linear display device based on Si substrate was constructed ([@bib221]), but it is still far from the final imaging requirements.

### Other Semiconductor-Based VUV Photodetectors {#sec1.4.5}

In addition to the silicon and three common UWBG semiconductor materials described above, many wide-bandgap semiconductors such as AlGaN ([@bib60], [@bib71]), which are commonly used for solar-blind UV detection, and third-generation semiconductors like GaN ([@bib135], [@bib212]), ZnO ([@bib110]), SiC ([@bib65], [@bib75], [@bib83], [@bib207]), and Ga~2~O~3~ ([@bib142], [@bib141], [@bib183]) all have the potential of VUV detection, among which, owing to the radiation resistance and unique high-temperature resistance of SiC (which can work in harsh environments up to 600°C), the detection performance of various SiC-based Schottky diodes in the entire UV range has been studied. The first Pt/4H-SiC and the first Ni/4H-SiC detectors were observed to have the highest quantum efficiency (4% and 15%) ([@bib207]) at 120 and 200 nm in the VUV region, respectively. Synchrotron radiation tests in the 3- to 400-nm range demonstrates a high detection rate of the Ni/4H-SiC detector, providing an opportunity to reduce the sensitivity threshold and to detect weak signals ([@bib75]). The Cr/4H-SiC Schottky detector has also been shown to have a quantum efficiency ([@bib83]) comparable with that of a standard Si detector. Furthermore, Cr/4H-SiC photodiodes exhibit a uniformity of responsiveness above their effective surface and a linear dependence of photocurrent from incident radiant power in the 40- to 400-nm spectral range ([@bib65]).

The research on the detection performance of the materials above in the VUV band has proved their availability, but owing to the limitation of bandgap, that is not enough to meet the requirement of only detecting the VUV light source without filter. Therefore, selecting semiconductors with a bandgap being greater than or equal to 6.2 eV (corresponding to the upper limit of the VUV wavelength) is crucial for a filter-less VUV detector. Many binary oxides and fluorides with wider band gaps have the potential to be VUV detection materials. For example, the two-dimensional MgO (∼7.3 eV) has been used to fabricate VUV photoconductive detectors ([@bib225]) owing to its lower-dimensional conductive channels for fast carrier collection and higher surface density for photocurrent gain, achieving a detection of very weak VUV light (0.85 pW) with a cutoff wavelength of 170 nm. A filterless VUV photoconductive detector based on pulsed laser deposition (PLD) of an yttrium fluoride (NdF~3~) film deposited on a quartz glass substrate has been developed ([@bib76], [@bib211]). The NdF~3~ detector shows a good VUV selective responsiveness (cutoff wavelength of 180 nm), but its response is only 69 μA/W (at 300 V bias) ([@bib76]). In order to obtain a certain bandgap semiconductor to meet the response requirements of a specific VUV band, mixing the growth of two semiconductors with different bandgaps is an effective way. Related work has reported that VUV photovoltaic detectors based on amorphous MgGaO (∼6.0 eV) have achieved responsivity of 2 mA/W ([@bib208]) and 10 ([@bib49]) on n-type GaN and n-type SiC substrates, respectively (under 185 nm radiation). In addition, a filterless VUV detector based on high-quality calcium fluoride and cesium fluoride (Ca~x~Sr~1-X~F~2~) hybrid crystals has been developed with absorbing edges from 122 to 130 nm achieved by controlling the composition ratio ([@bib185]).

The performance of some representative VUV photodetectors mentioned above has been summarized in [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. On the whole, photoconductive VUV photodetectors generally have a greater responsivity, but this is often at the expense of response speed, resulting in the failure to meet some requirements for practical application. Intentional introduction of composite centers is an available method to shorten the response time. The inherent structure of photovoltaic photodetector gives it advantage in response speed. The optimization of functional layer and the design of device structure aim to further increase the response speed for its application in fast processes such as dynamic monitoring. More specifically, the photodetector based on AlN thin films show a relatively high figure of merit, especially in the two key aspects of response speed and selective response, indicating that it is expected to be put into practice in some fields sooner.Table 1Comparison of Main Performance Parameters of Representative UWBG Semiconductor-Based VUV PhotodetectorsMaterialStructureResponsivity (A/W)EQE (%)Rise TimeDecay TimeReferenceDiamond film\
Cutoff wavelength: 225 nmMSM0.027 (200 nm, 5 V)17＜1 ms＞0.1 s[@bib143]PIN0.027 (200 nm, 0 V)17----[@bib21], [@bib22]Schottky18 (210 nm, 23 V)10,649＜10 ms[@bib105]Avalanche0.325 (210 nm, 30 V)1929--\~1.2 ms[@bib77]MSM0.2 (220 nm, 30 V)1132 μs400 μs[@bib112]MSM (3D electrode)9.94 (220 nm, 5 V)5,613----[@bib111]MSM (Graphite electrode)21.8 (218 nm, 50V)12,424310 μs330 μs[@bib106]c-BN film\
Cutoff wavelength: 198 nmMSM0.032 (180 nm, 35 V)22----[@bib179]Few-layered h-BN\
Cutoff wavelength: 220 nmMSM0.0001 (212 nm, 20 V)0.060.32 s0.63 s[@bib107]MSM2.75 (160 nm, 20 V)2,1350.3 ms14 ms[@bib224]PIN0.015 (185 nm, 0 V)100.68 μs650 μs[@bib220], [@bib221]AlN film\
Cutoff wavelength: 207 nmMSM0.4 (200 nm, 100 V)248----[@bib98]MSM0.0045 (170 nm, 30 V)3＜8 s＜3 s[@bib23]0.0085 (75 nm, 30 V)30.003 (115 nm, 30 V)14PIN0.015 (185 nm, 5 V)10110 ms80 ms[@bib193]PIN0.067 (195 nm, 0 V)4380 ns0.4 ms[@bib222]PIN0.04 (185 nm, 0 V)274 μs0.26 ms[@bib223]PIN0.0796 (194 nm, 0 V)50.9645 ns5 μs[@bib79]0.0777 (172 nm, 0 V)56.1AlN micro/nanowireMSM0.39 (190 nm, 50 V)255＜0.1 s＜0.2 s[@bib219]2D MgO\
Cutoff wavelength: 170 nmMSM1.86 (150 nm, 4 V)1,5401 s1 s[@bib225]MgGaO film\
Cutoff wavelength: 206 nmPIN0.01 (185 nm, 0 V)71.94 μs0.6 ms[@bib49]

Gaseous VUV Detectors {#sec1.5}
---------------------

Gaseous detectors have long been one of the most widely used detectors owing to their simple construction, high radiation resistance, and low cost. The basic working principle of the gas detector is that the incident radiation ionizes the gas between the high-voltage electrode and the collecting electrode, the generated electron ion drifts to the two poles under the action of the electric field, and an output pulse is generated on the collecting electrode. This basic working principle determines its inherent properties of long-term stability and long service life. The output is basically independent of the radiation dose, that is, the radiation damage can be ignored. A variety of new Gas-based detectors have been continuously developed and tested owing to the increasingly complex application of VUV photon detectors. The gaseous photo multiplier (GPM) with the photocathode like CsI and CsBr is coupled with gas electron multiplier (GEM) or thick gas electron multiplier (THGEM) to realize photon detection and imaging such as the readouts of VUV scintillators ([@bib32], [@bib44], [@bib61]). Gas ionization chambers have been used as standard detectors for synchrotron radiation sources ([@bib37], [@bib41]), and for the new generation of high-intensity VUV-FEL radiation sources, various photon beam radiation measurement and diagnostic devices based on gas photoionization are constantly being developed and debugged ([@bib161]).

### Position-Sensitive Gaseous Detectors with Solid Photocathodes {#sec1.5.1}

The Ring Imaging Cherenkov (RICH) technology ([@bib6]) in the field of particle and celestial particle physics and many other applications such as large arrays of scintillators or scintillating fibers all require the photon detectors that are immune from magnetic field and with a very large photon detection area and high positioning accuracy ([@bib32], [@bib80]). For GPMs, owing to the advantages of single photon sensitivity and operation in a strong magnetic field, they offer an attractive solution for photon localization in very large sensitive areas and high radiant flux ([@bib32], [@bib46], [@bib61]), which can be a potential alternative to PMTs in some experiments. Next, we will mainly introduce some researches on different typical applications.

GPMs\' photon detection efficiency depends on three factors: photocathode quantum efficiency (QE), electron backscatter ([@bib48]) from the photocathode to the gas, and the efficiency of the GEMs\' detecting individual electrons. The materials used for VUV-sensitive photocathodes are mainly CsI and CsBr of which the QE has been introduced in the \"PMT\" section. For the aging problem of photocathodes in use, micro-pattern electron multipliers can greatly reduce the damage caused by avalanche ions ([@bib63], [@bib85]). Sekiya et al. ([@bib162]) developed a VUV GMP based on CsI photocathode with GEMs and a μ-PIC (Micro Pixel Chamber) ([@bib123], [@bib186]) ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A), which showed a good single electron sensitivity (total gas gain of 6.7 × 10^5^) and a positional sensitivity (with LaF~3~(Nd) scintillators as VUV source) ([@bib162]). This work demonstrates that the combination of VUV scintillator and imaging GMP can be a new type of radiation imaging detector that compensates for the low stopping power of gas radiation detectors. A position-sensitive GPM based on a cascade configuration is proposed by Lopes et al., which is composed of two THGEMs, followed by a 2D-THCOBRA ([@bib174]) being operated in Ne/CH~4~ (5%), at a pressure of 1 bar in VUV single photon mode ([@bib113]). The detector is a suitable candidate for RICH technology owing to the charge gain of 10^6^, the ion back flow values of about 20%, and the position resolution of less than 300 μm. For cryogenic liquid scintillation detectors commonly used in neutrino and dark matter experiments such as LAr (liquid argon) and LXe (liquid helium) detectors (emission wavelengths of 128 and 178 nm, respectively) ([@bib40]), Xie et al. studied a low-temperature THGEM-GPM based on polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) with a low radiation background. At 99 K and 1.1 atm, the total sub-efficiency of the GUV photon from the LAr photon is estimated to be 8.1% (the QE of the CsI photocathode is 16.8%), and the low threshold of the initial electronic detection system before the multiplication is 12 ([@bib205]). Although the detector is stable at low temperatures, the low temperature also results in a lower gain of 1,508, which may be solved by increasing the number of multipliers or adding impurities to the working gas ([@bib52]). Recently, Vartsky et al. introduced an on-site monitoring system for VUV photocathode response in gas avalanche and inert liquid photon detectors, which consists of a VUV source, fiber optics, and a reference photodiode ([@bib195]). The system allows real-time monitoring of changes in detector photosensitivity due to atmospheric conditions, impurities, or aging effects of photons and avalanches, helping researchers to design and improve detector construction and operating conditions more rationally.Figure 6Gaseous Detectors Commonly Used for VUV Detection(A) Schematic drawings of the VUV GMP for photon counting tests (left) and imaging tests (right). Note that LaF~3~ is a VUV scintillator. Reprinted with permission from [@bib162]).(B) A simplified CAD model of the on-line photoionization spectrometer (OPIS) device. Reprinted with permission from [@bib29]).(C) A picture of the gas monitor. The left and right GMDs are used for absolute average and pulse-resolved intensity, as well as for beam position monitoring. The two HAMPs (huge-aperture open electron multipliers) in the middle measure the relative pulse-resolved intensity and beam position with the help of in-house made open electron multipliers. Reprinted with permission from [@bib180]).(D) A schematic diagram of working principle of the GMD. Reprinted with permission from [@bib180]).

### Gas Monitor Detectors for VUV FEL {#sec1.5.2}

Recent advances in accelerator and precision magnetic undulator technology have enabled the construction of VUV FEL based on self-amplifying spontaneous emission (SASE) ([@bib4], [@bib12], [@bib11]). Owing to the random nature of the SASE process, the photon energy of the resulting FEL pulse is always fluctuating ([@bib152]). For almost all test experiments using VUV FEL radiation, especially for studies that rely heavily on photon energy ([@bib127], [@bib196]), accurate FEL photon energy of each beam is required. Therefore, a detection device that does not substantially interfere with the FEL beam is in need to feed back the real-time photon characteristics in the experiment. The peak radiant power within the FEL radiation pulse is much higher than the average power, which may saturate or even destroy solid-state detectors (such as radiation damage of silicon diodes) that are commonly used for VUV radiation measurements. In this case, the gas monitoring detector (GMD) based on the photoionization effect is the best choice for real-time monitoring of VUV FEL radiation dynamics. Over the past decade, numerous studies have shown that GMDs are a versatile tool for monitoring and conducting absolute detection of high-intensity, high-pulse VUV sources.

As early as 2003, Richter et al. developed a GMD for conducting absolute measurement of photon flux of high-intensity pulsed VUV radiation of VUV FEL, which is based on atomic photoionization of rare gases at low particle densities ([@bib145], [@bib181]). This work measured the absolute photon number and the peak power of VUV-FEL radiation (greater than 100 MW at 87 nm) for the first time on the TESLA test equipment in Hamburg. Since the summer of 2005, Hamburg\'s VUV Free Electron Laser (FLASH) has been operating as a user equipment for the German Electronic Synchrotron (Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron, DESY) ([@bib11]). For this new and complex equipment, Wellhöfer et al. proposed a method for obtaining free electron laser pulse spectrum information based on the photoionization and photoelectron spectroscopy of rare gases ([@bib200]). Under the condition of low radiation and low target gas densities, detailed spectral information of the FLASH pulse can be obtained from the photoelectron spectrum of He. However, at high photon beam irradiation levels with high target gas pressures, the Coulomb effect significantly affects the photoelectron spectrum of rare gases. This experiment uses an electronic time-of-flight (E-TOF) spectrometer ([@bib152]) to measure the photon energy of the FEL beam. In order to avoid the low count rate and high uncertainty caused by this method, the FLASH Photon Diagnostic Group developed an ion time-of-flight (I-TOF) spectrometer ([@bib81]) that utilizes the relationship between the photo-dissociation cross sections of rare gases ([@bib191]) to measure the photon energy of a single FEL pulse. For the new beamline FLASH2, Braune et al. reported an on-line photoionization spectrometer (OPIS) based on gas target photoionization ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B), which combines E-TOF and I-TOF with fast digitizers to achieve single-beam resolved on-line wavelength monitoring ([@bib29]). With the continuous development of FLASH photon beam diagnostic devices, GMDs have become the most important diagnostic tools for measuring high-power VUV radiation intensity ([@bib161], [@bib190]). Recently, a new gas monitor ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}C) has been developed to measure absolute electron pulse energy (relative standard uncertainty less than 10%) and photon beam position of all existing and forthcoming FELs over a wide spectrum of VUV, EUV, and soft and hard X-ray ([@bib180]). [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}D shows a schematic diagram of the detector\'s operation, which provides a time resolution of over 200 ns.

Conclusion and Outlook {#sec1.6}
----------------------

The urgent need to detect celestial bodies and artificial VUV radiation sources has become an important driving force for scientists to develop VUV photodetectors. To satisfy different application demands, the VUV detectors based on various media and detecting mechanisms have been widely developed. The main advantages, disadvantages, and application areas of all types of VUV photodetectors are summarized in [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. Scintillators with high-time resolution (picoseconds) are usually applied to VUV detecting and imaging of ultra-fast processes, such as pulsed lasers and the pump, probe experiments related to VUV wavelength sources. In future study, the synergistic improvement between luminous efficiency and response speed is expected. The PMT with high gain and low noise is the best choice for detecting weak light, widely used in both laboratory basic sciences such as optical measuring instruments and astronomical or cosmic space researches. Therefore, solving the radiation problem of VUV-sensitive photocathodes in PMT is one expectation in the future.Figure 7Summary of All Types of VUV Photodetectors IntroducedThe main advantages (or characteristics), disadvantages (or bottlenecks), and application areas of each type of detector have been listed (from top to bottom). Note that the specific description object has been marked.

With the advantages of high external quantum efficiency and mature fabrication, silicon diodes are often taken as transmission detectors\' standards for VUV radiation in calibration experiments and for standard detectors in industrial field such as high-resolution lithography, with all tests having demonstrated the performance reliability of silicon diodes with new structure. With low bias, high time resolution, magnetic field insensitivity, and compact structure, SiPM has replaced PMT in several special applications such as nuclear medicine and precision analysis. In the detection application of high-intensity VUV radiation, the increase of dark count rate caused by radiation damage is a problem waiting to get solved. During the past two decades, VUV detectors based on UWBG semiconductors developed quickly with the advantages of excellent detection performance, easy operation, miniaturization, and easy integration, gradually replacing the detectors of other types in practice. At present, many WBG semiconductors with Schottky-type device structures have achieved good performance in VUV detection. However, the inability to achieve high-quality, large-sized crystal growth and free regulation of carriers (p-type and n-type doping) remains the biggest obstacle hindering the development of VUV detectors based on WBG and UWBG semiconductors especially. For example, n-type doping of diamond and p-type doping of AlN are still hard to be achieved. Faced with this situation, actually the development of emerging low-dimensional materials has brought new possibilities for device structure design and performance optimization. At present, how to get the high-gain and high-speed avalanche detector realized is an urgent demand in the field of single-photon detection. Further work needs to be conducted for exploring the physical mechanisms of these avalanche detectors based on UWBG semiconductors and getting them better exploited.

Compared with the solid detectors mentioned above, gaseous detectors are characterized by excellent energy response and long-term stability (long service life), which can be used for absolute measurement. The combination of gas electron multiplier and VUV-sensitive photocathode provides a possible solution for photon localization over large area and high radiant flux, and the combination between gas multiplier and scintillator opens up a new, efficient way for detecting dark matter. What\'s more, in terms of high-intensity VUV FEL beam lines, the detection device based on gas photoionization has offered a non-destructive monitoring method. The recent expected upgradation of operating FEL sources to continuous wave (CW) requires a reassessment of gas-based diagnostic instruments. For the wavelength monitoring in high repetition rate and high photon flux multi-beam mode, the space charge accumulated in interaction region during photoionization becomes the key factor limiting performance ([@bib30]).

In many application scenarios, the VUV detectors introduced above are not used alone. It is necessary to maximize each one\'s performance in one complex detection system based on their own characteristics to achieve overall performance optimization. For VUV detectors, a mature manufacturing process is the prerequisite for a successful application. In future researches, UWBG semiconductor VUV detectors still wait to be developed with growth doping technique and integration process waiting to be improved, and the VUV detection and imaging systems on the basis of UWBG semiconductors are expected to be used for imaging ultra-fast dynamic processes in solar activity. In response to the various problems and challenges above, researchers still need further study and exploration.
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